
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
Three Circle Software, LLC, the creator of Gun StoreMaster™ software for FFL firearm dealers, 
announce a new electronic ATF Form 3310 Management system called fast3310™. 
 
Three Circle Software, LLC, announces the newest addition to Gun StoreMaster, software designed for 
FFL firearm dealers, with the release of a new electronic ATF Form 3310 Management system called 
fast3310.   
 
The new fast3310 system helps FFL firearm dealers stay compliant with ATF regulations by automating 
multi-firearm sales reporting, a common source of audit failure. 
 
The fast3310 system works seamlessly with the popular Gun StoreMaster fast4473™ system, providing 
an easy-to-manage background check and reporting solution for FFL firearm dealers.  The new fast3310 
system identifies multi-sale transactions for handguns and certain rifles, automatically creating and 
notifying the FFL that the ATF Form 3310.3 or 3310.12 is available.  The system utilizes the FFL dealer’s 
store operating days and location as well as previously created ATF Form 3310s to help FFL retailers stay 
compliant. 
 
“Adding ATF Form 3310 automation to our very popular Gun StoreMaster fast4473 solution continues 
our efforts to make it easier for FFL dealers to stay compliant” said Steve Harris, Three Circle Software’s 
CEO.  “Gun StoreMaster provides an affordable and easy-to-use workflow automation system which 
improves customer satisfaction and simplifies ATF compliance.”  
 
With fast3310, FFL dealers are automatically notified if an ATF Form 3310 was created because of a 
firearm disposition.  The 3310 form is electronically created when a qualifying transaction takes place, 
sometimes over multiple days and different sales personnel.  By inspecting each firearm transaction, the 
system is superior at identifying qualifying transactions than other manual methods.  
 
“Without fast3310, it’s easy to miss a multi-sale if the sale occurred on different days and by different 
sales associates” Harris adds.  “With fast3310, the human-error component is greatly reduced”. 
 
The fast3310 system is fully integrated into Gun StoreMaster, making the FFL dealer’s compliance 
burden easier to manage from start to finish.  The new fast3310 system is currently included at no 
additional charge for Gun StoreMaster PRO subscribers. 
 
New fast3310 benefits include: 

 Convenient and easy to use for firearm retailers 

 Eliminate incomplete and hard-to-read ATF 3310 forms 

 “Full-Auto” ATF Form 3310 creation and management 

 Greatly reduces “missed” ATF Form 3310 reporting requirements for FFLs 

 Addresses ATF “Business Day” day and location rules 

 Electronic 3310 forms stored for easy access 

 Automatically creates 3310 addendums if required 

 Convenient FFL dealer tools help spot missing 3310 information 

 Automatically populates ATF Form 3310 information 

 Fully integrated with Gun StoreMaster insure your ATF bound book, 4473 and 3310 are in sync 

 Extensive data security is employed by all Gun StoreMaster software 



 
Gun StoreMaster software is designed to make buying, selling, and managing firearm transactions easier 
and more profitable for FFL dealers.  With Gun StoreMaster fast3310, FFL dealers have access to a 
revolutionary new, easy-to-use solution that can quickly provide information needed to better buy, 
make, sell and stay compliant with firearm regulations. 
 
ABOUT THREE CIRCLE SOFTWARE AND GUN STOREMASTER     
 
Three Circle Software’s Gun StoreMaster is an advanced, affordable and easy-to-use gun store 
management solution. Designed to address firearm inventory regulations, provide smart valuation 
research tools, enhance store branding and optimize workflow, Gun StoreMaster improves FFL firearm 
dealer compliance and profitability with innovative tools to buy, sell, and manage firearms.  Gun 
StoreMaster helps address ATF acquisition and disposition rules and regulations while streamlining the 
gun manufacturing, sale and business management processes. 
 
Gun StoreMaster is used by some of the smallest and largest FFL retailers in America.  The system is 
typically accessed via a web browser.  Gun StoreMaster can complement a store’s existing retail 
management system or can integrate directly with QuickBooks Point of Sale (POS). 
 
Three Circle Software, LLC is part of a $400 million group of companies engaged in a wide variety of 
business solutions.   With extensive experience in secure, dependable, high volume shipping and 
logistics transactions, Three Circle Software is uniquely positioned to address the sensitive nature of the 
firearm retail marketplace. 
 

Gun StoreMaster™ 
Always Accurate, Simply Superiorsm 
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